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On July 16, 19°5, an overseas Chinese, Feng Xiawei, committed suicide in front of the American consulate in Shanghai. The impetus for Feng's sacrifice was a labor treaty being negotiated with the United States, which had placed obstacles to the Chinese who would like to go to the United States to make a living. Two months before Feng's suicide, merchants in Shanghai had asked Americans to revise their immigration policy or face a boycott in two months. The Americansshowed no sign of yielding. Four days before the deadline, Feng killed himself. This previously unknown individual became a hero in the 19°5 boycott movement.! The existing works on the boycott movement focus on the political and economic aspects of the event. The main consensus is that the boycott was the product of nationalism that had begun to rise after the Boxer Uprising of 19°0. Margaret Field, one of the earliest scholars interested in the history of the boycott, has concluded in her 0026-749X!01/$7.5o+$0.10
